LIGHTWEIGHT DITA SC
24 April 2022
 
ATTENDEES
Dana Aubin, Frank Wegmann, Jenifer Schlotfeldt, Michael Priestly, Stan Doherty
 
REGRETS
Mark Giffin
 
AGENDA

Note: No regular SC meeting on 2 May 2022 because of ConVEx.

Approve minutes of these two regular meetings
from March 7, posted by Alan Houser on April 4 (https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=69793&wg_abbrev=dita-lightweight-dita) APPROVED
from March 21,  posted by Mark Giffin (https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-lightweight-dita/202204/msg00000.html) APPROVED
 
Announcements
Alan Houser has decided to leave Oasis for good at the end of his current membership.
Stan Doherty left Oracle and is now a senior manager at Google. Google does docs as code, and Stan thinks that there is interest in applying DITA concepts their non-DITA content strategy. Previously, Brett Johnson from Google reached out to Michael to talk about DITA at Google as the doc platform. Brett’s also working with Jaimie Roberts who was one of the original IBM people. With Stan’s approval, Michael will reach out to Brett to let him know that Stan is now at Google. Michael knows another Google person who did developer docs in the cloud, but he'll need to find the name.
 
Preliminary discussion of the latest LwDITA test round by Stan (see https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-lightweight-dita/202204/msg00019.html)
Also see the following messages for information about Stan’s testing: 
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-lightweight-dita/202204/msg00010.html 
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-lightweight-dita/202204/msg00017.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-lightweight-dita/202204/msg00018.html
Stan presented the findings from his test matrix for each target and source.
Interoperability between target and source. For the most part it works so you could sell this to teams working in markdown and DITA. Focuses on XDITA and MDITA connection. A few people at HP have downloaded the files from Github and are testing it.
We need to be able to recommend a testing path/subset of lightweight DITA that teams can use to build around.
Ran into some weird stuff in section. Put block elements before section and after section but didn't validate. Possibly because in DITA 1.3 you must nest all elements in sections after you use a section in a topic.
Prolog didn't get pushed into HTML output. Other than multimedia, other block elements come through well. Multimedia elements will be in 2.0, so they should validate then.
Overall parity between authoring in XDITA and MDITA is good.
People are welcome to download, add tests, contribute.
Jano/YAML (?) has some fixes that haven't made it into the 3.7.2 DITA OT, but might be in the next point so could test against that.
Stan was mostly interested in interoperability so tested conrefs and linking. He decided to leave HDITA out of the game based out of the meeting a few weeks ago because there doesn't seem to be much need for it and there are many errors. In the DITA TC, Frank and one other person might be interested in HDITA. Frank has at least two use cases where it might make sense to use HDITA instead from an operability point of view. Frank might add some HDITA into Stan's matrix and knows someone else who might be have interest in it.

The (F|St)ate of HDITA (Fate and State)
Who has adopted HDITA? Robohelp. Open opportunities in vendor market for content. We should check that it's working from a spec perspective even though adoption might be lower. XDITA and HDITA should have parity.

Impact of DITA 2.0 grammar change of substeps on LwDITA
For lwDITA, took general DITA 1.3 model but constrained it. Didn't use steps and substeps, but used <steps> with <ol>. The changes for 2.0 shouldn't affect lwDITA.
Save for the discussion for the next meeting in 3 weeks.
 
Maps for Markdown: Recall current status, introduction of YAML-based map
 Did we ever agree about introducing YAML-based map to the standard and when it would be done?
Link for what it looks like in markdit https://ibm.github.io/marked-it/#/toc?id=tocyaml-file-format. Had to make some changes but stuck to the core of what Jenifer discussed with the lwDITA subcommittee.
Only thing supported from lwDITA in MDITA is common mark and probably not planned to be supported in the future.
Jenifer - Basic markdown in practicality isn't something that a tech writing team will be able to use because accessibility and styling. Wouldn't be able to use lwDITA until MDITA has equivalent to DITA. Might propose that MDITA is strictly non-writer so can integrate with docs.
Michael - In lwDITA, there is something in spec that maps github footnote to ???. Lots of holes in markdown by dumping in HTML which could be used for HDITA. Not something that is part of test cases. Stan's test cases were a subset of the spec. Adding HTML to markdown might be solution.
Dana to put question about whether putting html in markdown is a solution into the ConVEx Slack channel.

Momentum in Development of LwDITA plugin
Save for the discussion for the next meeting in 3 weeks. 
 
 
